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President’s Message
By
Delbert King
As 2009 comes to an end, the IAPI Officers and Board of
Directors would like to wish you and your families Happy
Holidays and thank you for your support this past year.
The officers and board have had one meeting since our last conference and will meet again
on Friday, January 29, 2010 at 10:00 a.m. at the conference site. All members are welcome.
We appreciate your input and ideas.
Membership dues are due January 1, 2010. Don’t let your membership expire! Dues can
be paid online or by check. Check our website for more information. If you know of any
Private Investigators or Security Officers who are not members, please contact them and ask
them to join. We always welcome new members.
Next year’s conference will be our 25th Anniversary so mark your calendars with the dates
and make plans now to attend. The conference dates are July 22 and 23, 2010. Call the hotel
at 515-278-4755 to reserve your rooms. Be sure to mention you are with IAPI for the discount. If you know of donors for door prizes contact them or contact a board member for
help. Anything is appreciated.
Looking forward to working for you in 2010.
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Published Quarterly: December, March, June & September.
Business Card Size…….$25
Quarter Page……...……$50
Half Page………...…….$100
Full Page……………….$190
Web Advertising……….$400

per issue
per issue
per issue
per issue
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Pay for 3 issues and receive the 4th issue free.
Contact the Editor for information.

Any advertising submitted shall include, in advance of publication, the appropriate fee as well as camera-ready
artwork. All advertisements and claims made in such advertisements are the sole responsibility of the advertisers.
The Newsletter welcomes submitted articles, notices and other information of interest to private investigators for
publication. The items published in this Newsletter and opinions herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Iowa Association of Private Investigators. The IAPI reserves the right to edit, or strike any submitted article or
advertisement which it deems inappropriate.
The IAPI Newsletter is published quarterly by the Iowa Association of Private Investigators. Please make checks
payable to IAPI and send all inquires, articles and related informational materials to: Jeff Marlin, Editor, IAPI
Newsletter, PO Box 11183, Cedar Rapids, IA 52410 or email jmarlin@marlinsspecialinvestigations.com
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PIBuzz
Social Networking - Legal and Ethical Issues for Lawyers and Investigators
By Tamara Thompson

Should an investigator or attorney ―friend‖ a prosecution witness in order to find impeachment evidence?
Are there legal or ethical bars to surreptitiously gathering data from social network profiles? Should the
intent of the user have any bearing on the formulation of law related to access? These and more questions
were stirred up in the mix of case studies presented at the (first, annual?) symposium, Social Networks:
Friends or Foes? Confronting Online Legal and Ethical Issues in the Age of Social Networking, sponsored by UC Berkeley School of Law. Yeah, a long title but, hey, these folks are academics. And the case
studies constituted just the first panel (‖Problems Unique to Social Networking and the Law‖) of an extraordinary assemblage of academic, government, activist, policy and practicing lawyers rounding out the 5
-panel day.
Much of the discussion concerned access to profile content, - the difference between civil and criminal
(where there’s the familiar prosecution/defense imbalance) cases - whether certain information should be
private even if it can be viewed by unintended parties. For example, should employers be able to view deleted personal information? No one mentioned the issue of whether schools have a legal right to compel
students to turn over their user names/passwords (See: ―Area School Wants Access To Students’ Social
Networking‖). There may be instances when a legal requirement for disclosure would apply. Lauren Gelman, Executive Director, Stanford Law, Center for Internet and Society, raised the question of whether evidence in the online sites could be used, say, in divorce cases, to support evidence gathered by other means.
The Deputy General Counsel for Facebook took the position that user’s profile content is private, begging
the audience to sue the company to settle issues of access. Yeah, the big brother of the moment IS laughing.
Bill Gallagher, a criminal defense attorney, noted that a circumvention of the Facebook corporate roadblock would be to get witnesses to bring to court copies of their social network profiles. But it’s impossible
to get a judge to compel a witness to do so. He added that defense attorneys have to get a cooperative
prosecutor to issue a subpoena in order to get access to a social network profile. Life is very different for
government attorneys and law enforcement…
But this was an environment in which those who might be adversaries outside the ivory walls engaged in
friendly disagreements, more in the form of musings than hard-line positions. Perhaps this was, in part, due
to the unsettled nature of the law and the do’s, don’ts and can’ts of social networking.
Paul Ohm was on the panel, ―The Law and Ethics of Covert or Deceptive Data-Gathering‖, proposing that
some content — photos and status updates — should be sealed from view, treated differently than other
types of documentary evidence because it’s transient, akin to a passing comment over the water-cooler.
Lauren Gelman inquired whether user profile content was different in kind from other types of memorializing due to the privacy restrictions that the account holder sets. She added that the online content has a long
searchable life, which also gives it a unique nature. And who decides what is private? As Paul Ohm rightly
pointed out, commercial entities are the holders of that power.
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Speakers on the panel, ―Regulating Crime in the Cloud: Policing Unlawful Behavior on Social Networks‖,
discussed release of email, who should interpret the meaning of an online comment or image, weighting
the probative value vs. the harm caused. A passing observation by Judge Kurt Kumli, Santa Clara County
California Superior Court, caught my attention. (Correct me if I’m wrong!) In a domestic violence matter,
a defendant can ―follow‖ the victim on her Facebook site without violating a protective order.
In the spirit of academic engagement (unlike government, that must be dragged, kicking and screaming),
all of the conference presentations were recorded and will be available on the website.
In the meantime, take a look at this guide to social networking research that was prepared by the
Samuelson Law, Technology & Public Policy Clinic in response to a request from the Santa Clara Public
Defender: Handbook on Conducting Research on Social-Networking Websites in California.

State and Federal Case Law Now On Google
By Tamara Thompson

Google Scholar is indexing the case law in all 50 states - Court of Appeals and Supreme Court - and the
federal courts.
As with the other Google search engines, Google Scholar makes use of its own advanced search operators.
Search by keywords, personal names, inclusive dates, and specify one or more states in a single search.
Options on a single search are limited to 1) Search all legal opinions and journals; 2) Search only US federal court opinions or, 3) Search only court opinions from self-selected states.
Wondering which courts are included and the inclusive dates? Ask Google Scholar Help:
Which court opinions do you include?
Currently, Google Scholar allows you to search and read opinions for US state appellate and supreme court
cases since 1950, US federal district, appellate, tax and bankruptcy courts since 1923 and US Supreme
Court cases since 1791 (please check back periodically for updates to coverage information). In addition, it
includes citations for cases cited by indexed opinions or journal articles which allows you to find influential cases (usually older or international) which are not yet online or publicly available. Legal opinions in
Google Scholar are provided for informational purposes only and should not be relied on as a substitute for
legal advice from a licensed lawyer. Google does not warrant that the information is complete or accurate.
View a list of search results with citations and a 2-line summary of text where some or all of the keywords
appear. From here you can select to read an entire case or view case summaries that have cited the selected
case.

Finding, Skip Tracing and Locating Women - Tip #1
By Tamara Thompson

Anyone who finds people for a living, as private investigators do, knows the frustration of locating women.
They change their names. Often many times over the course of their lives. This is a challenge to the heir
finder who has a name from many years in the past that she has to update in order to locate her subject.
Use the free portion of a people finder site that allows you to search by first name and date of birth. But
you also have to use a workaround on sites that require a last name to perform the search. This involves the
handy wildcard. In this case, we’ll apply the asterisk.
At the site peoplefinders.com enter a first name in that field and an asterisk (*) in the last name field. Add
date of birth or year of birth. This will work until the search interface is changed — which may happen just
as soon as the powers that be see this tip!
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Finding, Skip Tracing and Locating Women - Tip #2
By Tamara Thompson

In tip #1 of Finding, Skip Tracing and Locating Women I mentioned one free people finder site and the
wildcard tool that can bypass the last name requirement — most helpful in locating women who are probate beneficiaries, potential witnesses in a legal matter or the birth mother of someone relinquished for
adoption long ago.
There are many Internet sites for identifying current last names of women — searching by first name only
— for whom the investigator may only have a birth name or former married name. Each site returns different results so you’ll want to use more than one, if at first you don’t find what you’re looking for.
At the site, classmates.com, I performed a similar search to the one I did in tip #1, except that there’s no
field to restrict the results by year of birth or full birthdate. In that case, I entered just the first name and a
state. The results give last names and birth names and the name of the school with the attendance years.
You can use this to narrow the birth year. The tip #1 search site returned 17 matches. I supplied first name,
age and state. Classmates returned 67 matches associated with first name and state. Very few of these
matched the age of the subject, based on the listed graduation years. It’s a limited source but still supplements other sites.

Former employer used 'pretexting' to get access to personal phone records
Court records reveal that a former employee's phone records were obtained by a service hired by a detective agency by "pretexting" and gaining confidential information under false pretenses. In the victim's case,
someone called her telephone carriers and pretended to be her. Her former employer, the ultimate client,
received her phone records as part of an investigation into whether the former employee was stealing business from the company. The jury found that the "pretexting" in the employee's case invaded her privacy.
Every investigator should read this article as it reveals serious missteps made by the investigative agency
that could have been averted. It's articles such as this one that helps feed legislators with the ammunition
needed to create laws and legislation to regulate our profession

IRBsearch
Link ID -- Delivering unmatched speed, intelligence, and information so you can identify, analyze, and locate
your desired subjects
Link ID is an advanced technology found only in the Advanced Person Search. Link ID reduces the need for costly
and extensive searches; through its highly developed ability to efficiently and securely analyze seemingly unrelated
pieces of data, it can quickly identify and connect relevant, insightful information. Whether you're searching for a
deceased individual or a foreign national without a Social Security Number, the result is a comprehensive picture of
your subject, leading to more accurate, timely and informed decisions.
When you run an Advanced Person Search, an individual's unique Link ID number is returned in the results. By running another Advanced Person Search using only the Link ID, you will gain:
a more precise and current view of your subject
an extensive history and known associations
fast, optimum results
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MERLIN OFFERS EXPERIAN DATA TO PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
KALISPELL, MT – November 23, 2009 – Upon completing an in-depth audit
and negotiation process, Merlin and Experian have agreed to a longterm licensing arrangement. Merlin now offers Experian credit header
data to a variety of qualified industries, including private investigators. The monthly updated file includes names and AKAs, phone numbers, up to eight previous addresses, birthdates, and Social Security numbers (truncated in some applications). Access to the data is restricted
based on the provisions of the 1999 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act.
The Experian credit header has long been considered the industry’s most
current and complete skiptracing database and Merlin is proud to have
passed Experian’s rigorous qualification requirements to become a distributor. For qualified customers, Merlin incorporates the Experian credit
header data into its Link to America™ products, the Investigator Background Report, and also offers it as a standalone credit header
search. The data is managed in Merlin’s state of the art data center, creating added control and flexibility. Customers enjoy faster search times
and better results with no increase in price.
For those new to skiptracing, a credit header is the top portion of a credit
bureau report. It does not contain any credit information and is therefore
not restricted by the Fair Credit Reporting Act. The data is searchable by
any combination of name, address, SSN, or date of birth. Because each
individual can have up to eight previous addresses, a search by name
plus an old address will often produce a current address, making credit
headers an excellent source for locating people.
About Merlin
Merlin Information Services offers data solutions providing information
about people, businesses and assets. A leader in the investigative data
industry, Merlin has a reputation for superior customer service, high ethical standards, excellent data, and flexible search and retrieval software.
Thanks!
Katie Fries
Marketing Coordinator
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Legislative Watch
Here's a look at some of the bills coming up for review in Washington, DC. Stay updated on the
status of each bill by visiting the Investigative & Security Professionals for Legislative Action's live
legislative tracking site at www.ispla.org.
Data Breach Issues
S.139 Data Breach Notification: Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) Requiring federal agencies, business entities, and persons engaged in interstate commerce, in possession of data containing
sensitive personally identifiable information, to disclose any breach of such information.
H.R.2221 Data Accountability and Trust: Rep. Bobby L. Rush (D-IL-1) Protects consumers by requiring reasonable security policies and procedures to protect computerized data containing personal information, and provides for nationwide notice in the event of a security breach.
Social Security Number Misuse
S.141 Protecting the Privacy of Social Security Numbers: Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) A bill to
amend title 18, United States Code, to limit the misuse of Social Security numbers, to establish
criminal penalties for such misuse, and for other purposes.
H.R.122 Protecting the Privacy of Social Security Numbers: Rep. Rodney P. Freylinghusen (RNJ-11) To limit the misuse of Social Security numbers, to establish criminal penalties for such
misuse, and for other purposes.
H.R.133 Identity Theft Notification: Rep. Elton Gallegly (R-CA-24) To amend title II of the Social
Security Act to provide that individuals and appropriate authorities are notified by the Commissioner of Social Security of evidence of misuse of the Social Security account numbers of such
individuals.
Social Security Number Use
H.R 220 Identity Theft Protection: Rep. Ron Paul (R-TX-14) Protects the integrity and confidentiality of Social Security account numbers issued under such title, prohibits the establishment in
the Federal Government of any uniform national identifying number, and prohibits Federal agencies from imposing standards for identification of individuals on other agencies or persons.
Caller ID - Spoofing
H.R.1110 Preventing Harassment through Outbound Number Enforcement: Rep. Robert C.
“Bobby” Scott (D-VA-3) To amend title 18, United States Code, to prevent caller ID spoofing, and
for other purposes.
H.R.1258 / S.30 Truth in Caller ID: Rep. Elliot L. Engel (D-NY-17), Sen. Bill Nelson (D-FL) Prohibits manipulation of caller identification information, and for other purposes.
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Freedom of Information
H.R.985 Free Flow of Information: Rep Rick Boucher (D-VA-9) To maintain the free flow of information to the public by providing conditions for the federally compelled disclosure of information
by certain persons connected with the news media.
Outsourcing Personal Information
H.R.427 Notify Americans Before Outsourcing Personal Information: Rep. Ted Poe (R- TX-2)
Prohibits the transfer of personal information to any person or business outside the United
States, without notice.
Criminal Expungement
H.R.1529 Second Chance for Ex-Offenders: Rep. Charles E. Rangel (D-NY-15) To permit expungement of records of certain nonviolent criminal offenses.
Camera Phone
H.R.414 Camera Phone Predator Alert: Rep. Peter T. King (R-NY3)To require mobile phones
containing digital cameras to make a sound when a photograph is taken.
Public Safety
S.163 / H.R.1469 Child Protection Improvement: Sen. John Ensign (R-NV), Rep. Adam B. Schiff
(D-CA-29) A bill to amend the National Child Protection Act of 1993 to establish a permanent
background check system.
H.R.748 Center to Advance, Monitor, and Preserve University Security Safety: Rep. Robert C.
“Bobby” Scott (D-VA-3) To establish and operate a National Center for Campus Public Safety.
H.R.1939 Electronic Life Safety and Security Systems Federal Background Check: Rep. Blaine
Luetkemeyer (R-MO-9) To direct the Attorney General to establish a system of background
checks for employers and employees of the electronic life safety and security system installation
and monitoring industry, and for other purposes.
S.631 Patient Safety and Abuse Prevention: Sen. Herb Kohl (D-WI) A bill to provide for nationwide expansion of the pilot program for national and State background checks on direct patient
access employees of long-term care facilities or providers.
H.R.434 (No Title. Amends Privacy Act of 1974): Rep. Ted Poe (R-TX-2) To amend title 5,
United States Code, to permit access to databases maintained by the Federal Emergency Management Agency for purposes of complying with sex offender registry and notification laws, and
for other purposes.
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PInow.com Articles of Interest
Allegations That Witnesses Paid in Murder Case
posted by PInow.com Staff | November 12th, 2009

CHICAGO, IL – Two journalism students have claimed that Anthony McKinney, currently serving
time for a 1978 murder, is innocent. The students have presented interviews with witnesses which suggest that others are responsible for the murder. However, prosecutors are accusing the students – as
well as PIs in the case — of paying witnesses to get the evidence. The students and their professor
have denied the allegations.

More PIs Going Online to Social Networking Sites
posted by PInow.com Staff | November 19th, 2009

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA – For PIs, social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook are playing an increasing role in investigations. One of the largest PI companies in Australia now hires staff
specifically to search for missing persons and other fraudsters online using social networking sites.
The company reports finding 30-40 debtors and felons a week through social networking sites. While
the sites are useful for PIs, however, investigators have found that they need to track and find social
networking criminals, many who use sites such as MySpace and FaceBook to find and lure underage
children.

PI Company Behind Babysitter Screening Service and Site
posted by PInow.com Staff | September 10th, 2009

OVERLAND PARK, KS — The website seekingsitters.com aims to help local families find qualified,
pre-screened babysitters. Creator of the website, Adrienne Kallwert, said she was inspired to start the
site after she found out that one of her own babysitters had an unsavory past. Using her family’s PI
company, Kallwert runs background checks on the babysitters included on the website, so that parents
know they are getting a pre-screened sitter.

USB Device Offers Surveillance Options
posted by PInow.com Staff | September 3rd, 2009

NEW YORK – The new USB Snoop Stick allows computer owners to conduct surveillance on their
computers. The Snoop Stick can monitor internet activity, email activity, web surfing and the computer programs used on the specific computer. The device allows computer users to remotely shut off
the computer, disable the internet or even to alert the computer owner when specific websites or keywords are accessed. Sounds like a perfect PI tool.
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Desperate Housewives Increase Infidelity Among Women
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 22nd, 2009

DUBLIN, IRELAND – A new survey has found that women may be cheating in greater numbers than
men. Opera North in the UK conducted a poll in September and found that infidelity initiated by
women has grown in increasing amounts. Three out of ten men polled admitted to cheating while four
of ten women surveyed admitted to being unfaithful. Experts note that the increase may be because
women now have more opportunities to cheat, as more women have hobbies, interests and careers that
take them out of the home and into scenarios where they can meet other men. Experts also note that
the reasons why women cheat can be complex. In many cases, women appear to be searching for an
emotional connection or appreciation which they feel they are not getting from their spouses.

Missing Sex Offenders Prompt PI Searches
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 22nd, 2009

PHOENIX, AZ – According to the President of the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, Ernie Allen, 80% of the 400,000 registered sex offenders in the United States are unaccounted
for. Even though they are registered and are supposed to inform authorities of their place of residence,
no one knows where they are living. Along with Allen, experts believe that some of the child abduction cases across the country may be due to these sex offenders. In many cases, parents who have children missing are forced to pay for PI help, since local police authorities often allow missing child
cases to become cold cases after a few months of investigation.

PIs Under Fire
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 29th, 2009

JONESBOROUGH, TN – PIs realize they have a tough job and know that they may be shot at on occasion. Most PIs, however, probably do not worry about their vehicles being attacked. Two PIs in Tennessee were surprised when their unoccupied truck was fired upon. Andrew N. Blackburn was being
investigated by two PIs for a worker’s compensation claim. When Blackburn became aware that he
was under surveillance, he opened fire at the truck belonging to the two PIs who had him under surveillance. Luckily, the truck was not occupied at the time. After ending fire at the vehicle, Blackburn
returned home where he was later arrested and charged with two counts of aggravated assault.

PI Finds Bad Economy Good For Business
posted by PInow.com Staff | November 5th, 2009

CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO– Having joined the investigation field about five years ago, PInow.com
Advertiser John Mackey notes that over the past year, he has seen requests for investigations increase
locally as the economy has struggled. He has been especially busy with cheating spouse investigations
and workplace compensation investigations. Mackey sees no signs of a downturn yet. He has also
noted that he has been asked by companies to run more background checks and to offer more security
services.
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Virginia Case Shows Importance of Social Networking to Investigations
posted by PInow.com Staff | September 17th, 2009

MANASSAS, VA – Virginia has been hoping to compel Facebook to reveal account information
in order to resolve a workers compensation case. The state has now backed down from the privacy case that many believed would go all the way to the federal court. The case began when an
airline started investigating a flight attendant, Shana Hensley, as part of a workers compensation
case. As part of the case, the airline subpoenaed Facebook to reveal account information and the
Virginia’s Workers Compensation Commission threatened to impose a $200-a-day fine on Facebook for non-compliance. Facebook objected to the subpoena, citing reasons of privacy. Many
experts note that the case shows how important social networking sites have become in investigations. PIs and companies are using the sites, which are rich in personal information, to solve
cases.

Commercial Software Targets Cell Phones
posted by PInow.com Staff | September 24th, 2009

AUSTIN, TX – Ads on Craigslist and other classified ads are advertising a software that allows
anyone to be able to hack into any cell phone for less than $30. Reporters in Texas investigated
the program and found that they were able to hack into cell phones as promised. PI Greg Parsons
notes that such software is used by law enforcement but usually retails for hundreds of dollars.
These software programs are now easily bought online and are shipped from abroad, since they
are not legal in the US. Now, police are dealing with stalkers who have access to this technology.
Experts note that cell phone users who are victims of the software may find that their minutes
increase or their batteries drain more quickly. In addition, most people using the software often
send threatening messages to their victims.

PI Investigation leads to an Unsolved Murder Case
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 22nd, 2009

TROY, NY – Investigators looking into the death of John Curry last December were not able to
discover who killed the student. Medical Examiner Michael Sikirica ruled the death a homicide,
but some police detectives believed the case was a suicide. Curry’s family hired PIs to prove that
the case was not a suicide. The PIs found that police may have used ―pseudo-science‖ as evidence of suicide. Strike Force Private Investigations found a great deal of evidence that the case
was a murder: there was no residue from a gunshot on Curry’s hands and clothing, for example,
and the right-handed Curry was holding a cell phone, not a gun, in his hand at the time of his
death.
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PI Says Teens Bring Business
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 1st, 2009

NORTH KINGSTOWN, RI – PI Vic Pichette of Genesis Investigations notes that he is seeing
more business because of teenagers. He has seen a growing trend in his field: parents hiring PIs to
check up on their teens to ensure that their kids are safe. Pichette treats these cases like all domestic cases, noting that in many cases, parents are worried about drugs or poor peer groups. While in
other cases, teens have stopped talking to their parents and parents are willing to pay a PI to ensure
that nothing serious is wrong.

Investigators Crack Down on Fraud
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 8th, 2009

RACINE, WI – Racine County has been using PIs to investigate welfare fraud in the area for three
years. Investigators have found that most cases of fraud involved not large sums of money, but
rather recipients omitting to report new information or falsifying applications. So far, investigators
have gathered evidence to pursue felony fraud cases against five residents in the area. The county
is reportedly looking at other investigative methods to crack down on the fraud.

PIs Posing as Law Enforcement?
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 8th, 2009

JEFFERSON, CO – PI John Sampson and his team from CSI Consulting and Investigations arrived at Shaffer Elementary School investigating a custody case. What happened next is a matter
of some debate. Sampson says that his team – wearing specially made hats and badges with the acronym ―CSI‖ – identified themselves as PIs and claimed they were never asked for IDs. Principal
Gina Rivas claims that she and her staff felt that they were dealing with law enforcement officers
and shared information with the PIs based on that assumption.

PIs and Police Resolve Differences
posted by PInow.com Staff | October 15th, 2009

WADMALAW ISLAND, SC – Evidence seized in the investigation into Katherine Waring’s death
sparked a debate between PIs and local police. PIs investigating Katherine Waring’s death found
the woman’s remains and gathered evidence at the scene. When police arrived at the scene, they
seized the evidence as well as the cars belonging to the PIs, igniting a legal battle over who had
rights to what. An attorney for Katherine Waring’s family, who had hired the PIs, claimed the police actions violated attorney-client privilege and sued local police.
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IAPI is pleased to welcome these new
members to our Association
Gratias Investigations (Full Members)
Gordon & Scott Gratias
505 5th Ave. Suite 1050
Des Moines, IA 50309
515-244-9817
gratiaspi@aol.com

Epoch Insights, Inc. (Full Member)
Mark Hope
5550 Wild Rose Lane Suite 400
West Des Moines, IA 50266
815-776-1201
www.epochinsights.com

ICU Investigators (Associate Member)
Marc Fogel
631-581-0764
560 Main Street
Islip, NY 11751
info@icuinvestigators.com
www.icuinvestigators.com

Fabio Lacerda (Associate Member)
Detective Lacerda
PO Box 25996
Sao Paulo 05513-970 SP Brazil
Phone: 55(11)34524388
Email: detectivelacerda@bol.com.br

Reminder
Your 2010 membership dues are due in January.
You can pay online at the IAPI website
Full Members
(all those having a business in Iowa)
cost $75 for each member
Associate Members
(all those having a business out of Iowa)
cost $50 for each member
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